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www.scienceandmotion.com/puttlab

Recent SAM PuttLab studies revealed
that in a test against their own putter,
over half of the participants (all first
time users of the SX1 Point N Putt Putter)
improved their alignment
on average 16.5%, some
improving alignment
up to 50% and 67%.

proven results
POINT n PUTT

Average improvement

16.5%
POINT n PUTT

Highest improvement

67%
POINT n PUTT

Q. What is ‘face balancing’ in a putter and how is it
associated with the Point N Putt Putter?
A. When you balance the putter on your index finger and
its striking face swings up to parallel, your putter is face
balanced. This means that the centre of gravity is directly
behind the centre of the shaft. This helps to keep the putter
on its intended line.
Q. What is ‘Moment Of Inertia’ (M.O.I.) and how is it
associated with the Point N Putt Putter?
A. M.O.I. is a physics term that indicates the relative
difference in how easy or difficult it is to set any object in
motion around a defined axis of rotation. In golf, it is the
forgiveness of the force needed when you hit an off-centre
shot with YOUTUBE
your putter.LOGO SPECS
Extreme perimeter weighting gives the Point N Putt Putter
a higher M.O.I, reducing the club head twist with an
on light backgrounds
on dark backgrounds
off-centre shot.
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Test based on 99 participants in Australia, USA and Sweden.
Average based on those who improved.
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See pnpgolf.com for more FAQ’s and golf tips
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Q. Are the weights easy to change?
A. Yes, they are easily removed with
the tool provided.
watermark
Simply turn the key anti-clockwise to loosen,
clockwise to tighten. Ensure not to over-tighten.
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Q. How are the adjustable weights an advantage?
PMS 1815C
PMS 1795C
A. The two weight options (giving four different putter
head weights) are designed to give you the flexibility to
optimise the weight of the putter head to your putting
no gradients
no gradients
BLACK
style or feelWHITE
and/or the
speed of the greens i.e. add more
weight for slow greens.
main red
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the authority on putter testing and putter performance data.

Q. How long will it take me to get used to the ‘focus point
and putt’ style of putting?
A. As it’s a natural procedure – you’ll be surprised how quickly
you will adjust to only pointing and putting . Once you
become familiar with it, we guarantee you won’t go back
to lining up with the putter face.
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FAQs

Visit pnpgolf.com for more
short game innovations
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1. Directional Pointer

PIN • POINT • ACCURACY

POINT n PUTT

The SX1 Point n Putt visual alignment
system uses a simple ‘One Step Alignment
Process’ which eliminates alignment flaws
common to many golfers.

It is no secret that alignment is
the main factor in making putts.

One-step
alignment process

POINT n PUTT

The Point n Putt patented
visual alignment system is
a one-step process.
Pointing the Directional
Pointer to your intended
line will automatically
square the striking
face to 90°.
The ideal setup.
This simple method of
‘pointing’ is easier and
more accurate than
‘squaring’ for most golfers.
It assures you that you’re
correctly lined up which,
in turn, mentally frees you
to make a confident
putting stroke.
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POINT n PUTT

Easier to point
than square
Accurate alignment is
simply achieved by
pointing through the
golf ball down along the
target line. This ensures
the putter face is 90º to
that line.

Easy to see Focal Point
90º

The silver directional pointer creates a
stark contrast to the matt black body
and the green grass beneath, providing
an easy-to-see focal point.

Easier to point
than square.
POINT n PUTT

UNIQUE AND BETTER DESIGN FEATURES –
CONTRIBUTE TO IMPROVED PUTTING
1. Directional Pointer
The high contrast Directional Pointer takes the guess work out
of putting. Simply point the Directional Pointer along the intended
line as if you were putting only with it. When doing this, the SX1
design automatically squares the putter face resulting in
pin-point accuracy.
The Directional Pointer is intentionally separated from the face
of the putter for two reasons. 1. to make it easier to focus solely
on the silver pointer, without the distraction of aligning the face.
And 2. to assist the MOI on the extreme perimeters.
As your focus is now on the Directional Pointer, positioned behind
the striking face, it also promotes a steady head and smoother
stroke at impact.

Simply point the Directional Pointer on the intended
line, to correctly square the putting face. It’s that easy!

2. Interchangeable weights
Optimise the weight of
the putter head to your
putting style and green
conditions.

2. Interchangeable Weights
The SX1 is fitted with a 380g head weight. Additional weights
can be purchased to create three other weight combinations
(360g, 400g and 420g). These combinations are made simply by
changing the weights (either 42g or 62g) in the three weight ports.

3. Improved Oversized Grip
While most manufacturers treat the grip with little regard,
we know its importance to making a confident putt. We have
improved on the standard in three ways.

3. Oversized grip

a: lengthened the grip by 25mm (or 1 inch)
b: increased the thickness to help release any body tension in the
arms and hands prior to putting; and
c: utilised a constant grip profile, encouraging the hands to work
in unison on the near constant grip profile. The bottom of the
grip is tapered to the shaft.

PnP Golf SX1 Technical Specifications

This grip also benefits golfers who use the reverse overlap grip, as
the bottom hand has more grip room to work with and again aids
unison hand movement and feel with the top hand.

Options: 360g (3x42g), 400g (2x62g – 1x42g), 420g (3x62g)

4. High Moment of Inertia (M.O.I.)
Extreme perimeter weighting gives a high M.O.I. for added
forgiveness on off-centre shots.

5. Deluxe Putter Cover
Faux fur lined cover protects
your putter head.

Head Weight: Standard 380g (2x42g – 1x62g) weights
Loft: 2.5º Lie: 71º
Head material: Aluminium
Offset: None
Standard club length: 34.5”
Face hang position: Face balanced
Fitting: Right and left hand fit available
Shaft: PNP steel putter

All PnP Golf clubs conform to USGA and R&A regulations.

4. Moment Of Inertia

Grip: Oversized grip

